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Zen Buddhism a Buddhist sect which is believed
to have arisen to 6th cent China but has
flourished chiefly in Japan for some reason it
has of recent years begun to attract attention
in the West thanks to the voluminous writings
of Dr t> T Suzuki and the less numerous but
doubtless much read books of Mr Christmas
Humphreys But the fact that these writings
exist does not explain their being read nor why
of all possible Eastern sects this particular one
should be chosen in our tunes What is Zen s
attraction and why should anyone take the
trouble to read about something (the word
something is used for reasons that will
become evident) that is not a religion has no
doctrine knows no God and no after life no
good and no evil and possesses no scriptures
but has to be taught by parables which seem
to be purposely meaningless? One of the
heioes of Zen is the fierce looking Indian monk
Boddhidharnia (fl c 516-534) who brought
Buddhism to China of whom it is recounted
that when the Emperor asked him how much
merit he had acquired by supporting the new
creed the monk shouted at him None what
ever' The Emperor then wished to know
what was the sacred doctrine of the creed and
again the monk shouted It is empty—there
is nothing sacred I Dr Suzuki having
affirmed that there is no God m Zen goes on to
state that this does not mean that Zen denies
the existence of God because neither denial
nor affirmation concerns Zen The most
concrete statement he is prepared to make is
that the basic idea of Zen is to come m touch
with the inner workings of our being and to do
this in the most direct way possible without
resorting to anything external or superadded
Therefore anything that has the semblance of
an external authority is rejected by Zen
Absolute faith is placed in a man s own inner
being Apparently the intention is that so
far from indulging in inward meditations or
such practices as the Yogi uses the student must
learn to act spontaneously without thinking
and without selt consciousness or hesitation
This is the mam purpose of the koan the
logically insoluble riddle which the pupil must
try to solve One such is the question put by
master to pupil A girl is walking down the
street is she the younger or the older sister?
The correct answer it seems is to say nothing
but put on a mincing gait to become the girl
thus showing that what matters is the ex
penence of being and not its verbal description
Another Jcoan What is the Buddha?
Three pounds of flax is attributed to T ung
shan m the 9th cent and a later authority s
comment is that none can excel it as legards
its irrationality which cuts off all passages to
speculation Zen m effect teaches the use
lessness of trying to use words to discuss the
Absolute
Zen came to Japan m the 13th cent more
than five centimes after Confucianism or the
orthodox foims of Buddhism and immediately
gamed acceptance whilst becoming typically
Japanese in the process One of the reasons
why it appealed must have been that its
spontaneity and insistence on action without
thought its emphasis on the uselessness of
mere words and such categories as logical
opposates had an inevitable attraction for a
people given to seriousness formality and
logic to a degree which was almost stifling
Zen must have been to the Japanese what
nonsense rhymes and nonsense books like those
of Edward Lear and Lewis Garroh" were to the
English intellectuals Leare limericks like
some of the koam end up with a line which
iust at the time when one expects a point to be
made has no particular point at all and Alice
m Wonderland is the perfect example of a
world not without logic but with a crazy logic
of its own which has no relationship to that of
everyday life Therefore Zen began to im
pregnate every aspect of life In Japan and one
of the results of its emphasis on spontaneous
action rather than reason was its acceptance by
the Samurai the ferocious warrior class m
 such  activities   as   swordsmanship    archery
Japanese wrestling   and later Judo and the
Kamikaze dive bombers    But much of Japan
ese art   especially landscape gardening and
flower arrangement   was influenced similarly
and Zen is even used to Japanese psychiatry
The very strict hfe of the Zen monks is based
largely on doing things learning through ex
perience the periods of meditation to the ,£endo
hall are punctuated by sharp slaps on the face
administered by the abbot to those who are
unsatisfactory pupils    Dr  Suzuki denies that
Zen is nihilistic but it is probably its appearance
of nihilism and its appeal to the irrational and
spontaneous which attracts the Western world
at a time when to many the world seems with
out meaning and hfe over regimented    How
ever it has influenced such various aspects of
Western hfe as philosophy (Heidegger) psychi
atry   (Ench   Fromm   and  Hubert   Benoit)
writing (Aldous Huxley)   and painting (Die
Zen Gruppe m Germany)
Zionism   a behef in the need to establish an
autonomous Jewish home m Palestine which
in its modern form began with Theodor Herzl
(1800-1904)   a Hungarian journalist working
m Vienna     Although Herzl wis a more or less
assimilated Jew he was forced by the Dreyfus
case and the pogroms m Eastern Europe to
conclude that there was no real safety for the
Jewish people until they had a state of their
own    The Jews  of course had always in a
religious sense thought of Palestine as a spiritual
homeland and prayed     next year m Jeru
salem    but the religious had thought of this
m a philosophical way as affirming old loyalties
not as recommending the formation of an actual
state    Therefore Herzl was opposed both by
many of the religious Jews and  at the other
extreme  by those who felt themselves to be
assimilated and to many cases without religious
faith    Even after the Balfour Declaration of
1917 there was not a considerable flow of Jews
to Palestine   which at that time was a pre
dommantly Arab state    But the persecutions
of Hitler changed all this and   after bitter
struggles the Jewish state was proclaimed in
1948    Today Zionism is supported by the vast
majority of the Jewish communities everywhere
(although strongly disapproved of to the Soviet
Union as   Western imperialism   ) and Zionism
is now an active international force concerned
with protecting the welfare and extending the
influence of Israel
Zoroastrianism, at one time one of the great world
religions competing rn the 2nd cent ad on
almost equal terms from its Persian home with
Hellenism and the Roman Imperial Govern
ment Under the Achaememdae (c 550-330
b o ) Zoroastrfamsm was the state religion of
Persia Alexanders conquest in 331 bo
brought disruption but the religion flourished
again under the Sassaman dynasty (adc 226-
640) With the advance of the Mohammedan
Arabs m the 7th cent Zoroastrianism finally
gave way to Islam A number of devotees fled
to India there to become the Parsees In
Persia itself a few scattered societies remain
The name Zoioaster is the Greek rendering of
Zarathustra the prophet who came to purify
the ancient xehgion of Persia It is thought
that he lived at the beginning of the 6th cent
bo He never claimed for himself divine
powers but was given them by his followers
The basis of Zoroastrianism is the age long war
between good and evil Ahura Mazda heading
the good spirits and A hitman the evil ones.
Morality is very important since by doing right
the worshipper is supporting Ahura Mazda
against Ahriman and the evil doers will be
punished in the last days when Ahura Mazda
wins his inevitable victory
The sacred book of this religion is the Avesla
If Zoroastrianism has little authority today it
had a very considerable influence m the past
Its doctrines penetrated into Judaism (yv)
and through Gnosticism Christianity The
worship of Mithra by the Romans was an impure
version of Zoioastnanism Mamchaeism. (q v)
was a Zoroastrian heresy and the Albigenaianlsm
of mediaeval times was the last relic of a belief
which had Impressed itself deeply to the minds
of men.

